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Multilingual Clarity (p/n C50) and Clarity Lite (p/n C40) 

Clarity (Lite) Chromatography Software is supplied with multiple languages from version 5.0. 

Available languages:  English, Spanish, French, Russian, Chinese, and German. German is freely available from Clarity 

(Lite) version 5.0.4. 

The translation is limited to the main SW, Extensions, and most of the Control Modules. The localization of control 

modules might differ for each language, and DataApex is adding individual localized drivers in each new Clarity version. 

Help and documentation are in English and are also to be localized continuously.  All data files are independent of the 

language and can be used in any localization. 

How to get Multilingual Clarity (Lite) 

New users 

New licenses are provided in the latest version, so users will automatically get multilingual Clarity. 

You can set the preferred language at the start of the installation: 

 
Or anytime later using the Help – Languages menu command: 

 

Existing users 

Registered Users of Clarity (Lite) in English can update Clarity to the latest version from our website, 

www.dataapex.com. This update is free of charge. Registration can also be performed at www.dataapex.com or directly 

from Clarity. 

http://www.dataapex.com/
http://www.dataapex.com/
file://///server/users/LucieT/screenshoty/www.dataapex.com
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There is no need to change either the HW key (dongle) or the user code.  A new HW key must be ordered only if the 

original version is older than 2.4 (p/n C600). 

After updating to the latest version, the user can select the language directly from the SW:  

 

How to upgrade from the Chinese Clarity (p/n C50-CHS) or Clarity Lite (p/n C40-CHS) 

to multilingual version 

Users of Clarity (Lite) in Chinese need to purchase an upgrade (p/n C560 or C565) to multilingual Clarity (Lite) 

Chromatography Software. Clarity in Chinese uses a different U/C, which enables the Chinese language only. 

A new standard user code issued for an upgrade will enable the usage of other languages. 

 

There is also an upgrade path for users of obsolete chromatography SW (CSW, Apex) to Clarity (Lite) Chromatography SW. Users 

who purchase an upgrade will automatically get the latest version of multilingual Clarity. 

How to recognize user codes by the initial letter 

C Standard User Code  Multilingual Clarity 

L Clarity Lite User Code  Multilingual Clarity Lite 

X Chinese User Code  Clarity in Chinese only 

W Chinese Clarity Lite User Code Clarity Lite in Chinese only 

http://www.dataapex.com/

